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--- Gel Refill Instructions --Required parts:
1. Performance only from 18 years old.
2. your old anthem farm (gel)
3. the power gel mix supplied here
4. 1.5 cup distilled or demineralized water (350 ml).
This water can be obtained from a building or supermarket.
5. A microwave resistant cup that is big enough
6. a spoon

Step 1
Clean your old ant farm and let it dry well.
Step 2
Pour 350 ml of water into a magnetron-proof cup. (Or first fill your empty Ants farm to the desired
height and add this amount of water to the cup.) Add the complete bag with the gel mix while
stirring well. Keep stirring for about 15 seconds and then remove the spoon from the cup.
Step 3
Set the microwave to default 700 watts for 1 minute. When the microwave is ready, take the cup
out and stir well for about 15 seconds.
Step 4
Turn on the microwave for 2 minutes. Keep watching the microwave and if the gel mix has boiled
for about 30 seconds, remove it (beware, can be hot). Leave it left for 1 minute, then stir for about
15 seconds (beware, it may be hot).
Step 5
The mix should now be clear and the powder dissolved. If this is not the case, continue to repeat
the process (for example, first 30 seconds and stir) until it is completely "crystal clear"!
Step 6
Pour the gel into your old ant farm and allow it to cool (and cure) for 24 to 48 hours. It is important
that the ant farm is not covered. After this period, add ants and / or close the ant farm.
Step 7
Your ant farm is ready for use. Take a look at your manuals how to correctly add the ants. Make a
few holes, so that the ants understand that they can dig.

To complement: Keeping a complete ant colony is difficult in a gel farm.
In any case, it works well with a group of work ants, have fun!

